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the EU Sixth Framework Programme, and its scientific secre-

research have universal validity and applicability for many other fields

tariat is provided by the European Science Foundation (ESF),

and physics plays a central role in other sciences such as chemistry,
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Radiation Damage in Biomolecular Systems
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Physics of Risk
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Physics of linear, non-linear and active photonic crystals

its COST Actions which normally have a duration of 4-5 years.
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Structuring of Polymers

COST stimulates European research by bringing researchers
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Forging the missing link: From Molecular
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Laser-matter interactions with ultra-short
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ultra-intense pulses. From Attophysics to
Petawatt Physics
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Advanced Paramagnetic Resonance Methods
in Molecular Biophysics
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ECOM – Emergent Behaviour in Correlated
Matter

rely, to a large extent, on the synthesis of new materials, made possCOST’s objective is to add value to research investment by coordinating, integrating and synthesising results from ongoing

ible by recent developments in physics and by the new methods
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